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did you hear the great news? Texw
orld N

YC is back in-person!

Back for the first time in-person since July 2019,
Texworld New York City, Apparel Sourcing New
York City, and Home Textiles Sourcing will be
held on July 19-21, 2022 at the Jacob Javits
Convention Center. The in-person shows will
include brand new product categories,
invigorated specialty sections, and a robust
offering of networking and educational
opportunities.

As a key element and attendee favorite, Textile
Talks and the Lenzing Seminar Series will also
return live on the show floor with an impressive
speaker line-up and tailored industry topics.
Texworld NYC’s educational program continues
to offer insightful and informative sessions for
every role and level of experience across all
segments of the industry that include topics that
are necessary in today’s environment. In addition
to live education, attendees can also discover
the trends for F/W 23-24 in the Texworld Trend
Showcase curated by New York-based trend
agency, Doneger | TOBE.

In addition to the traditional format, the shows
will also continue creating opportunities to
support the textile community by connecting
travel restricted global manufacturers and
suppliers to the US market with hybrid format
options: the Sourcing Showroom and the Virtual
Platform. 

Global Footwear Sourcing, a new feature area
in partnership with Material Exchange and
Footwear Distributors & Retailers Association,
will debut at Texworld NYC with a footwear
components showcase and additional
educational opportunities.

Registration for attendees remains open and
complimentary for all industry professionals.
Experience the latest fabrics and apparel 
in-person and virtually at the largest sourcing
event on the East Coast. A place of inspiration
for designers, buyers, and industry professionals.

We can't wait to see you!
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TENCEL™ is a trademark of Lenzing AG.



Vis i t  the educat ional  seminar page to v iew the fu l l  schedule .

Fashion & Pol icy:
The legis lat ive push to br ing
transparency,  sustainabi l i ty  and
social  impact to the forefront  of  the
fashion industry

The Social  Impact of  Fashion:  
How Legis lat ive Changes and
Champions of  Social  Just ice are
Changing the Industry  for  Good

Sustainable Home Innovations:  
Smart  Design,  Mindful ly  Made and
Sustainable Product Innovat ions in
Home Text i les

Circular  Re-thinking:  
How text i le-to-text i le recycl ing can
make huge str ides towards
circular i ty  with in the text i le industry

More than just  sourcing,  Texworld New York City  i s  a forum for  the industry
to learn and stay up-to-date on the latest  innovat ion in  text i le and state of
the trade industry .  The attendee favor i te Lenzing Seminar Series  returns  l ive
on the show f loor with a range of  expert  speakers  and panel l i s ts  cover ing
specif ical ly  tai lored topics including:

BOOTH #C302



Textile Talks
Doneger Trends + Explore the Floor
Wednesday, July 20, 12:30 - 1:30 PM

 
Kai Chow joined The Doneger Group as Creative Director

in 2006 and has been a member of Interstoff Directions
Trend Committee since 1998. Originally from Hong Kong,
his career took him to Paris and London where he was a

fashion and interior designer. He joined Here & There New
York as a trend and color forecasting consultant and

became president of the company. Kai's international
background provides an indispensable perspective on

global trends and concepts in keeping with the direction
of the industry.

 

Footwear Talks
Trends in Sustainable Shoe Sourcing
Tuesday, July 19, 3:00 - 4:00 PM

Susan Wilcox is the Sustainability and Compliance Director for
STEVE MADDEN overseeing all initiatives for these functions.
Susan has over 25 years of experience in Product and Social
Compliance, Sourcing, Production, and Merchandising for
apparel, footwear, and home goods. In recent years, Susan
has been leading the sustainability efforts for STEVE MADDEN
driving the organization’s ESG initiatives to reduce carbon
footprint along with the adoption and certification of
Environmentally Preferred Materials (EPM’s) while addressing
waste reduction in the supply chain.

STYLEFILE
Speaker Highlights

Kai Chow 
Creative Director

Doneger | TOBE

Susan Wilcox 
Director, Social Compliance, 
Sustainability & Product Testing
Steve Madden



Textile Talks
Home Trends 2023 - The three C’s as we emerge: 
Connection, Community, and Comfort
Tuesday, July 19, 12:00 - 1:00 PM

Patti is Principal of carpenter + company and an award- winning
Designer in globally sourced home décor, accessories, fragrance
and gifts, with experience in product design and development,
merchandising and color + trend forecasting. As a Micro-
Enterprise specialist with U.S. presidential recognition for domestic
and international expertise in artisan development, small producer
and entrepreneurial training and economic development she has
designed and sourced Private Label collections for Bloomingdales,
Neiman Marcus, Crate & Barrel, The Phillips Collection, ABC
Carpet and Home, Donna Karan Urban Zen and Ralph Lauren. She
has worked in 57 countries. Patti is an expert in Color + Trend
research and forecasting and consults with Pantone. She is the
Global Trend Ambassador for Maison & Objet, Paris. She is an
active board member of SERRV International-one of the founding
organizations of the World Fair Trade Organization (WFTO),
BADG (Black Artists and Designer Guild), The High School of
Fashion Industries and The Bienenstock Furniture Library, as well as
the co-founder of the Kaleidoscope Project. Patti is also the
recipient of the Gift For Life Industry Achievement Award for 2021
and the Withit Industry Leadership Award for 2021 for the
Kaleidoscope Project.

Textile Talks
Sustainable Strategies: 

What they are and how are brands implementing them?
Tuesday, July 19, 3:30 - 4:30 PM

 
Lisa Diegel is currently the Director of Global Sustainability at Faherty

Brand, based in NYC. She is responsible for building sustainability
strategy and leading initiatives to fulfill the brand's objectives. Lisa
has over 20 years experience working in the Fashion Industry. She
began her career in apparel design, moved into production and
textiles, and then pivoted into brand responsibility. Before joining
Faherty she was the Director of Sustainability and Compliance at

Supreme, and worked on integrating the brand into VF Corporation’s
social and environmental compliance program. Lisa also spent over

6 years at Marc Jacobs International, working with the LVMH
Environmental Committee to ensure their 2020 sustainability goals
were achieved. Lisa is originally from Canada and of First Nations
heritage (a member of the Nisga’a Nation). She grew up in British

Columbia surrounded by land, trees and water. She loves design and
textiles but believes the impact of the industry on people and planet

is too great and we must all do better. 

Lisa Diegel
Director of Global Sustainability

Faherty Brand

Patti Carpenter
Principal
carpenter + company



Founded in 1988, Everest
Textile is an R&D oriented
and vertically integrated
textile manufacturer that
specializes in yarn spinning,
twisting, weaving, dyeing,
finishing, printing, coating,
laminating and special
finishing. Everest develops
and supplies high value-
added and innovative
products to global leading
brands in sports, outdoor,
city, casual and industrial
materials etc.

BOOTH #C323





FAR EAST TEXTILE

Far East Textile, established in
2002, offers the highest standard
of Textile-Garment full package
manufacturing Including fabric

weaving, dyeing, printing,
garment manufacturing.

Booth #C313

F-HOUSE

F-House provides quality wovens, knits, and
sustainable fabrics for a vast category of

women's and men's garments while keeping a
sharp eye on the latest demands and trends of

the times.

Booth #B225

NEW FOCUS

New Focus is a textile manufacturer and leader
in fashion sustainability for fabric. Transform
your concept into tangible materials with our
team of custom engineers, developers, and
manufacturers with decades of experience. 

Booth #E526

ACE APPAREL
ACCESSORIES

Hybrid Exhibitor

Ace Apparel Accessories was
established in 1999 in the vibrant

and exciting city of Hong Kong. Our
owner started off with one ambition,

one goal, to be the biggest one
stop shop for fashion brands

globally, providing everything from
fabric, trims, packaging, and the

finished product.

MANDARIN
ENTERPRISES
Hybrid Exhibitor

Established in 1990, Mandarin
Enterprises is committed to the

highest standards of excellence,
integrity and sustainability as a
quality manufacturer of woven
fabrics for silk, cotton, rayon,

viscose, wool & synthetic fibers.

CHINA

HONG KONG

EXHIBITOR
S P O T L I G H T S



TETRIBÉRICA

Tetribérica is a textile
company specializing in
circular knit ready-made
garments including Activewear,
Knits/Tops, Sweaters, Dresses,
T-shirts, Pants/Bottoms,
Loungewear/Sleepwear.

Booth #E501

KLHL

KLHL (Kasturi Lal Har Lal)
offers hand-made and
machine embroidered
fabric accessories
including motifs, trims,
neck and bodice, gowns
panels and sample
stitched gowns.

Booth #D401

FREE YARN TEXTILE

Established in 2005, Taiwan’s
Free Yarn Textile Company
manufactures both men and
women’s apparel. Our functional
fabrics include moisture-
absorption and cooling
properties and are suitable for
shirts, skirts, pants and jackets.

Booth #D419

KISS BRIDE

Kiss Bride manufactures high
quality lace materials in a
great variety of styles for
wedding dresses/evening
dresses/fashion garments.

Booth #C319

PRO STANDARD

Pro standard is a fashion
clothing manufacturer with over
15 years of experience. We
immerse ourselves in Taiwan’s
practicality culture by infusing
functionality and popularity to
optimize our products.

Booth #D423

MORE FASHION

More Fashion is a professional
manufacturer specializing in
producing various styles of
fashion bags. We have over 35
years of experience with
customers all over the world
including Asia, Europe, and
North America. 

Booth #D427

TAIWAN

PORTUGAL INDIA

EXHIBITOR
S P O T L I G H T S
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Since its creation in 1968, Uniwax, West African leader of

authentic wax print carries high African elegance by

merging tradition and modernity in its african fabrics

commonly known as “Wax Côte d’Ivoire”.

Uniwax is the very symbol of african elegance and does

everything possible to promote this cultural heritage.

 



Establ i shed in  1989,  D . J .  Fabr ic  Mi l l  of fers  a  fu l l  range of  serv ices
f rom in i t ia l  fabr ic  des ign ,  development  process ,  qual i ty  contro l ,

and s t rength  in  a  var iety  of  manufacturers  inc luding sp inn ing
agents ,  kn i t ters ,  dy ing houses  and f in i sh ing factor ies .  

We cont inuous ly  focus  on the latest  fash ion t rends  for  development .  
Our  goal  i s  innovat ion + reasonable pr ices  + ef f ic ient  serv ice .  

 
BOOTH #C317



F I B R O U S  V I L L A
I ND I A

We at Fibrous Villa have
mastered the art and science to
source, manufacture, supply, and
trade a complete range of
textile and apparel products and
services – from fiber to fashion.

Booth #E500











GLOBALFOOTWEARSOURCING

INCREASING FOOTWEAR SOURCING OPPORTUNITIES
Global Footwear Sourcing, a new feature area in partnership with Material
Exchange and Footwear Distributors & Retailers Association, will debut at

Texworld New York City this July.



Material Exchange is the top marketplace for
sourcing materials and components for
footwear and apparel, connecting suppliers
and buyers across the globe digitally. The
Material Exchange mission is to help make
transactions between suppliers and buyers
more efficient, transparent and cost effective.

“Over the last couple of years, the
sourcing industry has come to rely heavily
on digital connections,” says Material
Exchange’s CEO Darren Glenister. “Now,
in-person events like FDRA’s and
Texworld’s upcoming events are re-
entering the mainstream, allowing
important relationships to be built and
nurtured – but there’s still a need to
maintain these connections throughout
the year; that’s where the digital
collaboration comes into play. Material
Exchange’s platform is the perfect
complement to in-person trade shows,
enabling industry players to strengthen
these valuable relationships over time.”

The Footwear Distributors & Retailers of
America (FDRA) represents over 95% of the
entire footwear industry, including the
majority of U.S. footwear manufacturers,
brands, retailers, and importers to global
footwear companies.

Global Footwear Sourcing will feature a
wide range of shoe material components.
Product categories include leather,
synthetic, laces, insole, outsole, webbing and
ribbon, thread and yarn, and hardware.
Exhibitors will be represented in-person as
well as through Material Exchange’s digital
marketplace.

Within Global Footwear Sourcing, visitors
can take advantage of an additional
educational area with seminars hosted by
FDRA covering niche topics from sustainable
footwear sourcing to material selection.
Inside of Texworld NYC’s trend showcase
curated by New York-based trend agency
Doneger | TOBE, attendees can find the
latest technology trends fueling innovation
within the footwear industry.

FOOTWEAR TALKS SCHEDULE

TUESDAY | JULY 19

3:00 - 4:00 PM
Trends in Sustainable Shoe Sourcing
Moderated by: Andy Polk, Senior VP, FDRA
Panelists: Susan Wilcox, Steve Madden
+ Jung Yoon, Michael Kors, Inc.

4:00 - 5:00 PM
Footwear Happy Hour
Moderated by: Andy Polk, Senior VP, FDRA
Panelists: Susan Wilcox, Steve Madden
+ Jung Yoon, Michael Kors, Inc.

WEDNESDAY | JULY 20

3:00 - 4:00 PM
Shoe Circularity: What’s happening
now and where are we headed?
Moderated by: Andy Polk, Senior VP, FDRA
Panelist: Yuly Fuentes-Medel Ph.D, MIT

THURSDAY | JULY 21

11:00 AM - 12:00 PM
Material Exchange Sourcing Demonstration
Hosted by Material Exchange



WHAT OUR FUTURE FASHION INNOVATORS

ARE SAYING ABOUT THE INDUSTRY

ARTICLE BY: J.  THOMPSON

fate
fashion

the of

Fashion Design & Market ing Student ,  SCAD

          ur up-and-coming designers and innovators are
currently writing the fashion industry's future.  These
creatives are making decisions and forming opinions that
will shape the industry in ways we least expect. There is a
shift happening in what designers are looking for and
prioritizing in fashion - compassion and vitality being
strong themes. 

O

What Is Your Honest Opinion Of The CurrentWhat Is Your Honest Opinion Of The CurrentWhat Is Your Honest Opinion Of The Current
Fashion Industry?Fashion Industry?Fashion Industry?

“It is progressing, but we need more racial and body
type diversity.” 
 -E. Keyes | Fashion Design & Graphic Design Student, SCAD

How would you change the currentHow would you change the currentHow would you change the current
fashion industry?fashion industry?fashion industry?

“I would change the current industry by increasing
and focusing more on fair trade and inclusion,
especially for people of color."
 -N. Bergwijn | BFA Fashion Design, SCAD

Design by: B. Renee



What does fashion mean to you?What does fashion mean to you?What does fashion mean to you?

“Fashion is a means of expressing who you are—
it’s a feeling and a lifestyle. It surpasses clothing
and encompasses beauty, hair, the whole nine."

“Fashion to me is a means of expression. It's not
what you wear but how you wear it. How you carry
yourself in it, how it makes you feel. Fashion
should be expressed only through authenticity. Be
you and be comfortable in what you wear simply
because you like it, not because it's trending."

What are some innovative thingsWhat are some innovative thingsWhat are some innovative things
happening in the fashion industry thathappening in the fashion industry thathappening in the fashion industry that
you find interesting?you find interesting?you find interesting?

“Clothing for disabled people and involving them in
brand collaboration."

“Innovations within fashion I find interesting are
3D printing and all the new unique techniques for
weaving and spinning."

When designing, how do you pick yourWhen designing, how do you pick yourWhen designing, how do you pick your   
fabric type? How do you source your fabric?fabric type? How do you source your fabric?fabric type? How do you source your fabric?

“I pick my fabric based on how comfortable I want
my garment to be and what type of event or style
I’m designing for. I gravitate towards fabrics with
stretch because I like to be comfortable and able to
move around easily. I buy fabric from various local
fabric stores or recycle from old/thrifted clothing."

- K. Ndoudi | Fashion Design Student, SCAD
“It's a 
feeling

and a
lifestyle“

- K. Peeble | Fashion Design Student, SCAD 

- E. Keyes | Fashion Design & Graphic Design Student, SCAD

- N. Bergwijn | BFA Fashion Design, SCAD

- D. Georgia | Fashion Design & Fashion Marketing
Student, SCAD

D
esign by: K

. D
aniel



A. Abdul
Founded by fashion designer Ameena Abdul-
Hakeem, Ameena Abdul Design is a design firm
offering custom design, wardrobe styling, and
alterations services. Both her clothing labels Ameena
Abdul Design and MEENA Loungerie, feature
luxury chic and tailored garments for women with
elevated taste that appreciate one-of-a-kind pieces.
Book her services at Ameenaabdul.com and shop the
loungewear collection at shopmeena.com.
Photographer: MEV Photographie

Bear
This collection entitled "Outlaws of High Fashion"
was created by Bear Sampson. Bear is a student of
Fashion Design in Atlanta. Originally hailing from
the great state of Mississippi, he grew up in the
birthplace of American culture and music. Being
from below the Mason-Dixon line, he learned of
differences and how they divide at a young age. The
youngest son of an attorney and activist, naturally he
found that he wanted to be able to bring people
together despite whatever differences they may have.
By the age of seventeen, he realized that his medium
for peace and communion would be fashion. 
Photographer: Chelsea Henderson 

I. Moore
I am a fashion designer from Columbus, Mississippi
and I’ve always been inspired by pattern mixing and

color manipulation. During my short trip to the fabric
stores in Paris, I was able to find many different

patterns that could work well together. Luckily in my
first couple of trips, I found two of the fabrics used for

my design that were perfect in color and print,
however; I spent hours in fabric stores on the edge of
giving up until I finally found my last fabric. This is

not only one of my favorite designs, but has also
taught me not to give up and to always trust the

process. In the end, it will work out. 
Photographer: Isabella Moore

G. Brown
I am Gabrielle Brown from West Palm Beach Florida. 
I am a Fashion Designer who dreams to make it into
luxury womenswear. My fashion collection is Belle Amè,
meaning beautiful soul, based around confident women. I
aspire to make all women feel like their best selves in their
most authentic way. The Collection is about uplifting
women in the best way I know how. Through themselves.
We feel confident in our own skin, in our own presence,
and these gowns showcase a presence of their own. I want
every woman to be inspired, to be sexy, confident and
authentically themselves! 
Photographer: Xay.o3



WORLD
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SHIPPING

B. Renee

E. KeyesK. Daniel

J.Thompson

My name is Kachina Daniel & I graduated from
SCAD in June 2022 majoring in Fashion design. My
collection is called “A Flower in the Rough”. It took

me a while to find my identity in the creative field due
to growing up in a Haitian family where everyone is

destined to be in the medical field. The flower
represents my growth as the flourishing woman I

desire to be. 
Photographer: Kachina Daniel 

I am a current fashion design major and fashion
management and marketing minor student at
Savannah College of art Design. This skirt was the
first piece I made at SCAD, and essentially what
inspired me to start my brand, Jade Christina. 
My goal was to make something that was a
confidence booster, which has now become my
brand's mission statement. I want to use my designs
to encourage people to be comfortable in their skin.
Photographer: Christy Halverson

My name is Bria Renee, the creative executive and
designer of Riar Designs (pronounced like rare). I am
a recent graduate of SCAD with a BFA in Fashion
Design. I currently reside in New Jersey where I am
continuing my journey as a designer for my brand as
well as working with other companies to broaden my
expertise and knowledge.  Two things I have always
been passionate about are fashion and self-love, so
with this collection I wanted to find a way to
combine both. 
Photographer: Eric Kamusau

Elizabeth Keyes is a fashion designer, motivational
speaker, and businesswoman. A rising senior at

Savannah College of Art and Design. Her major is
Fashion Design with concentration in Graphic Design.

The Great Gatsby dress was inspired by her favorite
era, the 1920s. The design concept was inspired by

past and present black artists, luxury evening gowns,
and designers like Roberto Cavalier and Zuhair Murad.

When designing, she likes to share a story with
symbolism and style. Follow her process

(@_houseofekeyes) on Instagram.
Photographer: Elizabeth Keyes
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SUMMER EDITION
07. 19-21. 22
JAVITS CENTER
NEW YORK CITY

REGISTER HERE:


